
SECURITY SHELVING  
with electronic PIN locking option

Keep valuable items safe at your 
fingertips…no keys required.
Metro security shelving units with PIN lock system protect valuable, sensitive items from 
wandering off. Contents are easily viewable but yet... safe. Heavy gauge wire keeps 
contents secure but highly visible for inventory management. The PIN locking system 
allows you to store up to 20 codes for access tracking or employee turnover measures. 
Plus, the added convenience of not needing to track and locate misplaced keys. 

Additional Benefits:
Durable: Chrome plated, stainless and rust resistant finishes offer durability 
choices to fit your application.  

Flexible: Available models offer optional middle wire shelves for more storage. 
Metroseal Green and MetroMax Q models can accommodate intermediate 
shelves with durable, removable polymer shelf mats. 

Easy Cleaning: Mobile units allow thorough cleaning of floors & walls while 
optional intermediate removable mat shelves offer the easiest cleanability. 

Microban® Antimicrobial Product Protection: Metroseal Green and  
MetroMax Q models feature Microban Antimicrobial Product Protection,  
designed to stay “cleaner between cleanings.”

Safe Transportation: Mobile, security trucks provide the advantage  
of quick, protective transportation.
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Hard to steal.
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Easy to clean  
keypad

Unique codes 
supported

No need for users to 
carry a key

5+ years 
battery life
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Electronic PIN Locking System  
Allow users to access the contents of the cart without worrying 
about losing or possessing traditional keys. It provides fast and 
easy access for up to 19 users and 1 supervisor using unique 4-8 
digit codes. PIN lock is low maintenance with 5+ years battery life 
and hassle free with no software or feature programming making it 
simple to use and easy to maintain. Epoxy coated lock chassis is 
suitable for basic rust resistant storage requirements.

Super Erecta Shelf (Mobile) with  
optional Intermediate shelves.

MetroMax Q (Stationary) with optional 
Intermediate shelves.

Electronic PIN lock is available on over 
50 Metro security shelving models.
Visit metro.com to find the  
configuration that's right for you.


